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How to measure aortic neck angulation?

The best answer 



The answer is 

• a center lumen line (CLL) of the aorta was 
made, and a three-dimensional (3D) aortic 
reconstruction was obtained. The 3D 
reconstruction was turned 360°
perpendicular to the CLL in the middle of 
the flexure. The sharpest angle of the CLL 
was considered the true angle of the aortic 
axis.

• There are three axis 

1- Supra-renal aorta

2- Aortic neck 

3- Aortic sac 



Does the angle changes after EVAR?

Yes



The infra-renal aortic neck angle changed immediately 
during the EVAR procedure, due to multiple factors, such 
as passage of the guidewire, the stent graft delivery 
system, and radial force of the stent graft. Only radial 
force of the stent affected aortic angle slowly and 
continuously after the EVAR procedure 



What happen if :

In angulated aortic neck 

After EVAR 

Putting self expandable  Stent



Post EVAR self expandable stent 
straighten the neck 



What if stenting done before EVAR?

To the best of my knowledge this is the first time to report a 
prophylactic self expandable nitinol stent in severe angulated 
neck for remodeling , Palmaz and Ev3 Max balloon expandable 
stents has been reported  before but not self expandable one  , 
We think this technique lower the aortic neck angulation and 
decrease the secondary intervention rate in short term results 



Difficult angle







Does angulated necks do badly ?



Take home message 

• We must standardize how we report Aortic 
neck angulation

• In expert hands , Angulated necks can give 
similar results to straight neck 

• Pre deployment of self expandable stent 
before EVAR can improve our results 





Thank You
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